Signavio offers a powerful, all-in-one platform that helps you quickly realign your organization and bring changes to life at an accelerated rate.

Manage every aspect of business process transformation with capabilities ranging from process discovery and modeling to governance and improvement actions. Signavio also offers the world’s first business transformation product to serve the emerging practice of Customer Excellence (CEX) with SAP Signavio Journey Modeler.

Signavio offers integrated solutions for building process excellence. Users can complete tasks and investigations across each Signavio product, moving seamlessly, from one solution to the next. You focus on the goals, and we focus on delivering the transformation gains.

Signavio helps you manage, govern, and share processes and business taxonomy across your entire organization for improved understanding and business transformation at scale.

Game-changer

- Establish shared process knowledge, then easily communicate and collaborate across your business
- Automatically maintain compliance requirements, and respond to new regulations immediately
- Jump-start innovation by highlighting where traditional approaches can be upgraded
- Leverage experience and operational data with process mining to understand root causes of customer frustration or happiness
- Understand, improve and transform operations for targeted KPIs

Finally! A fully functioning process management tool that everyone can use!

Gartner Peer Insights

Make Customer Excellence your North Star

Signavio’s Customer Excellence edition includes an all-new, powerful toolset that covers all business & customer requirements. Break down powerful fact-based insights & customer sentiment into manageable improvements. With the Live Insights system, you can continuously monitor and act on individual investigations and see overall process health. With Signavio, you can unleash the power of process to delight customers at scale.
SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub

SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub is at the heart of collaborative process management. This central meeting point secures collective knowledge, shared effort, and effective communication across and within a company. The Hub underpins transformational change for organizations across industries and geographies. By leveraging a single source of truth for the entire organization, companies can utilize comments and sharing features, promoting next-gen collaborative and transparent working environments. This includes using Signavio Live Insights and end-to-end transparency to drive a company’s digital and cloud strategies, including SAP S/4HANA® migrations.

Game-changer

- Read and comment on published content and process models, and preview new models before publishing
- Create a single source of process truth across an entire organization
- Avoid cumbersome email chains, or sifting through folders for the latest version of documents
- View responsibilities, roles, process hierarchies, and process steps at a glance
- Find any process information relevant to your role using the inbuilt search function
- Share the ‘big picture’ view of your process landscape, with an intuitive presentation mode
- Leverage seamless content creation, consumption and collaboration across the entire Signavio Suite

Signavio is very intuitive. Having all the information about the process available in one place is a huge advantage for all employees.

Thomas Kuhn,
HIRSLANDEN CoE Process Management Manager
SAP Signavio Process Manager is an intuitive BPM solution for professional process modeling, helping you model, analyze, simulate, and optimize processes within your organization. Connect your processes to upgraded customer journeys for a turbocharged customer experience.

With SAP Signavio Process Manager, you gain the capabilities to build and monitor the processes that underpin the way your organization works. From finance and HR, to manufacturing and sales, businesses reap the benefits of efficiency and effectiveness that arise from a single coherent process landscape that crosses IT system boundaries. Align your business and technical requirements and make your processes accessible to your whole organization.

Gottfried Koch, Director at Coca-Cola European Partners

Provides an easy way to make new processes visible and understandable to the organization.

- Make process and decision modeling possible for all
- Support company-wide transparency
- Identify non-compliant processes, and then correct them as needed
- Share process models quickly and easily for editing and collaboration
- Manage processes and decisions through a single platform
SAP Signavio Process Governance turns business process models into standardized process governance workflows that can be rolled out across your organization. Build prototypes and complete workflows for the rapid deployment of workflow models, and integrate task management functions.

SAP Signavio Process Governance offers out-of-the-box, enhanced process governance capabilities for process modeling and rapid approval. Coordinating tasks and triggering maturity & regulatory assessments between teams for process documentation and implementation becomes easier. Plus, keeping track of work in one place, and ensuring accountability through assigned activities is simplified. This means you save time and money, and you can be confident your business processes will run the same way, every time.

**Game-changer**

- Automate repetitive processes, allowing employees to concentrate on value-adding work
- Create and share task lists
- Set up automatic email notifications for tasks and deadlines
- Create a wide range of forms quickly and easily
- Integrate with well known cloud-based systems, as well as with your own IT systems
- Establish 360° process governance with approvals, maturity assessments, & more
- Simple drag & drop form builders for accelerated user experience
SAP Signavio Process Intelligence unlocks next-gen process mining with Live Insights for business transformation at scale and simplified S/4HANA migrations. SAP Signavio Process Intelligence provides a powerful toolset that covers all business & customer requirements. Break down fact-based insights & customer sentiment into manageable improvements and enhanced journeys.

Mine at scale with the SiGNAL Mining Engine, a cloud-based in-memory query engine that can process events logs with millions of rows, supporting users to leverage the computational power of Signavio without technical knowledge. Then derive complete end-to-end perspectives and performance overviews to understand what is happening in your organization in days with actionable insights into process data.

Game-changer

- Make better data-based transparent decisions on how processes execute
- Leverage conformance checking to ensure that standard practices are executed as intended, quickly identifying exceptions
- Derive complete end-to-end perspectives, performance overviews, and understand what is happening in your organization in days
- Continuously monitor and improve accurate as-is processes to extract knowledge for root-cause analysis

Process mining is key for us to understand the status quo, to understand customer needs, and also for building our capabilities.

Dr. Volker Glaeser, CEO at Hospitality Digital
Unleash the power of process

Signavio reduces the time taken to deliver value from your intelligent process mining initiatives, RPA at scale imperatives, end-to-end process orientation, collaborative efforts, customer excellence strategies... and more!

Boost your business transformation activities with a free 30-day test drive.

www.signavio.com/try